A Warm Welcome

Quick-Start Guide
IMPORTANT SAFETY AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS
For your best experience, please read all instructions and follow these safety precautions when using your Pulse™. Save these instructions for future reference.

• To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury, use only with the power supply provided with your Pulse.
• Never operate your Pulse if it has a damaged cord or plug.
• Use only Pulse Pods in your Pulse.
• To avoid burns or damage to your Pulse, do not insert anything other than a Pulse Pod.
• Do not attempt to warm the Pulse Pods in anything other than your Pulse as the lubricant may overheat, cause burns, and may lead to severe damage to the Pulse Pods.
• Do not attempt to refill a Pulse Pod with lubricant due to the risk of contamination or equipment malfunction.
• Do not immerse in water.
• Clean only with damp cloth.
• Use your Pulse only for the intended use as described in this manual.
Getting to Know Your Pulse™

- **Pulse Control Button**
  Powers on/off warming, dispensing, and helpful indicator lights

- **Mood Light Control Button**
  Choose from six color options

- **Vertical Brightness Slider**
  Adjusts lighting from dim to bright

- **Power Port**
  Must be plugged in to operate

- **Open/Eject Button**
  Opens pod chamber

- **Location of Dispensing Sensor**
  Insert hand underneath to trigger dispensing portal

- **Drop Dish**
  Catches anything you miss
Powering Up

Start by plugging the power cord into your Pulse and also into a wall outlet. The extra-long cord puts your Pulse within easy reach.

Loading Your Pod

**Step 1**
Open the pod chamber.

**Step 2**
Pull off the cap of your pod—just as you would a lipstick.

**Step 3**
To insert pod, make sure the colored top is facing you, align the tabs with the grooves, and slide the pod into the chamber.

**Step 4**
Close the pod chamber.
Setting the Mood Light

Tap the button on the back of your Pulse and watch your Pulse quietly light up the night, bathing your bedroom in a seductive, mood-matching glow. When you hold down the Mood Light Control Button, your Pulse will cycle through six different color choices. Lift your finger off the button to stop at the color you choose. To turn off your Mood Light, tap the button again. The Mood Light has no automatic shutoff; feel free to enjoy it with no interruption.

Adjust the Brightness

Slowly sweep up or down on the vertical brightness slider to control the intensity of the hue you choose.
Start Warming

To turn on your Pulse, touch the Pulse Control Button on the top; your Pulse is now ready to warm and dispense lubricant. The luxurious formula begins to warm to a comfortable temperature for your body; the pulsing white light lets you know it’s happening.

Once your Pulse Control Button has been activated, the warming and dispensing functions will automatically turn off an hour following your last serving.

To turn off your Pulse, press the Pulse Control Button for one second.

Feel the Heat

Depending upon the ambient temperature, your Pulse will warm an entire pod within five to seven minutes. Should the ambient temperature be less than 60° F (16° C), warming may take longer. When the light is steady, your Pulse is ready. Simply pass your hand under the dispensing portal, breaking the invisible activation beam; a precise amount of luscious, warmed lubricant is instantly dispensed—like heat in a heartbeat.

Can’t wait? Your Pulse will happily dispense product at any time once the Pulse Control Button has been turned on, even if it’s not fully warmed.
Locking the System

Should you want to keep others from activating your Pulse, you can lock the warming and dispensing functions.*

- Press and hold the Pulse Control Button for three seconds; you will hear the lock engage and the blue light will glow to acknowledge your Pulse is locked and then fade to no color.

- To unlock your Pulse press and hold the Pulse Control Button again for three seconds; you will hear the lock disengage and your Pulse will immediately begin warming as indicated by the pulsing white light.

- If you press the Pulse Control Button while your Pulse is locked and don’t hold for three seconds, the blue light will flash rapidly, indicating your Pulse is still locked.

*Note that the locking function stops warming and dispensing. You can still open and close the Pulse Pod chamber.

*Note that the locking function stops warming and dispensing. You can still open and close the Pulse Pod chamber.

Red light: Pulse Pod is empty* (and recyclable**)  
*Hint: there may be some extra lubricant remaining if dispensed manually  
**check local recycling guidelines

Blue light: your Pulse is locked

Pulsing white light: lubricant is warming

Solid white light: lubricant is fully warmed

Flashing red light: (where Mood Light glows) your Pulse is unhappy (to troubleshoot, see FAQs on website)

Amber light: one serving of lubricant remains

Pulse™ Indicator Lights
How to Clean Your Pulse
Wipe the exterior and Drop Dish of your Pulse with a clean damp cloth as needed. Never immerse your Pulse in water or attempt to clean your unit under running water.

How to Store Your Pulse
If you choose to not have your Pulse reside on your nightstand, it can be easily tucked away in a drawer. Remember to remove the Pulse Pod and disconnect the power supply.

A Note About Heating
We’ve pre-set the ideal temperature for your Pulse, however we also recognize “ideal” may be subjective. If you prefer a warmer temperature, delay dispensing for 60 seconds after the white light turns solid. For cooler, dispense while the light is still pulsing.

For optimal user experience, if the ambient room temperature is above 86°F (30°C), your Pulse will dispense, but the warming feature will not activate.

Warranty and Liability
Your Pulse and Pulse Pods have been designed with the highest-quality materials and attention to detail. Your Pulse cannot be serviced. To register your Pulse, and for other Warranty and Liability information, please refer to lovemypulse.com.

Warning
Pulse can be habit-forming
If sustained pleasure lasts longer than four hours, or if you experience pronounced feelings of “I want more,” talk to your partner about your condition.

Some users will display symptoms of PWS (Pulse Withdrawal Syndrome).
Keeping extra Pulse Pods on hand can bypass these side effects, which may include rapid heartbeat, sweaty palms, and the uncontrollable urge to lock yourself in the bedroom.

Feel the Warmth
Sense the Difference
Quicken Your Pulse
Ready for more? Visit lovemypulse.com for the latest on Pulse products and other information.